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ABSTRACT
Text queries are naturally encoded with user intentions. An
intention detection task tries to model and discover inten-
tions that user encoded in text queries. Unlike conventional
text classification tasks where the label of text is highly cor-
related with some topic-specific words, words from different
topic categories tend to co-occur in medical related queries.
Besides the existence of topic-specific words and word order,
word correlations and the way words organized into sentence
are crucial to intention detection tasks.

In this paper, we present a neural network based jointly
modeling approach to model and capture user intentions in
medical related text queries. Regardless of the exact words
in text queries, the proposed method incorporates two types
of heterogeneous information: 1) pairwise word feature
correlations and 2) part-of-speech tags of a sentence
to jointly model user intentions. Variable-length text queries
are first inherently taken care of by a fixed-size pairwise fea-
ture correlation matrix. Moreover, convolution and pooling
operations are applied on feature correlations to fully ex-
ploit latent semantic structure within the query. Sentence
rephrasing is finally introduced as a data augmentation tech-
nique to improve model generalization ability during model
training. Experiment results on real world medical queries
have shown that the proposed method is able to extract
complete and precise user intentions from text queries.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Language can be viewed as an instance of intent-orientated

human behavior [1]. Text queries, a conventional medium
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representing the modality of natural language, are inher-
ently encoded with user’s intentions. In order to categorize
sentences by their contents, many text classification tasks
have been studied in literature such as topic categorization
[2, 3], sentiment classification [4, 5] and so on.

Intention detection in this work has been focused on mod-
eling and discovering intentions that user encoded in text
queries. Different from conventional text classification tasks,
intention detection task has its unique properties. Conven-
tional text classification tasks try to assign labels for text
written in natural language. The label of the text is highly
correlated with some specific words that indicate its clas-
sification. For news classification, existence of some topic-
specific words can almost determine which news category a
sentence belongs to. For example, if words like “election”,
“campaign” appear in text, then the text is very likely to be
a politic news. Sentences include words “tennis” and “deuce”
have a high probability to be a sport news. In such text clas-
sification tasks, the existence of some topic-specific words
has a dominating contribution for classification rather than
the impact from word correlations. Thus modeling sentence
as a bag of words is sophisticated enough for such text clas-
sification tasks.

However, it is not always the case for intention detec-
tion tasks. All kinds of topic-specific words may co-occur in
a text query at the same time. The resulting intention is
encoded in a query through how word sequence constructs
a sentence, not only about the occurrence of some topic-
specific words. More specifically, intention characterizes the
semantic transitions within text queries. It is prevalently ob-
served that in real-world text queries, a user could encode
more than one intention within a single query. What’s more,
some users tend to provide unintended words or phrases dur-
ing the effort to describe certain ideas. By implicit expres-
sions or mentioning unrelated words as well as other back-
ground information in text queries, noises are brought into
intention detection tasks.

This work aims to discover user intentions from medical-
related text queries that users provided online. Due to ris-
ing health issues but insufficient medical resources one can
access, lots of online medical question answering (QA) web-
sites emerged on the internet[6]. Users on those websites,
usually patients, post medical related questions and regis-
tered doctors give professional advice and suggestions. Be-
ing able to figure out user intentions in those queries will
be a huge advantage for health care solution providers to
understand their costumers better. Figure 1 shows some
common medical related text queries and their correspond-
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“I got a temperature of 103 degrees. Should I take Tylenol?” 

“What do you think of using Ketamine for depression?” 

“Can I get a kidney infection from a tooth infection?”

“How long after gastritis surgery can I have spicy food?” 

Query Intention

< Symptom, Medicine>

< Medicine, Instruction>

< Disease, Syndrome>

< Surgery, Recover>
< Disease, Diet>

Intention 

Detection

Figure 1: Common queries on medical QA websites.
Intention is defined as a tuple pair in this paper.
Intuitively, the intention < Symptom,Medicine > in
the first medical query means “by describing related
information about symptoms, the user is looking for
corresponding information about medicine”.

ing intentions. As we have observed from medical queries,
topic-specific words with concepts of disease, symptom and
medicine could co-exist in one text query. Hence the exis-
tence of topic-specified words from neither disease category
nor symptom category could easily dominate our prediction
in intention detection tasks for medical queries. In order
to achieve a better intention detection result, we need to
look beyond exact words and have a deeper understanding
of semantics inside query.

To sum up, intention detection task in this paper involves
the following three challenges:
Intention modeling challenge: how to define discrimi-
native representation for intentions so that they can be dis-
tinguished accurately and understood precisely from a text
query. Previous works such as [7, 8] assign labels to sentence
by first stacking vector representation of each word as a sen-
tence matrix and then feeding sentence matrix into a convo-
lutional neural network(CNN) model. However, those mod-
els fail to explicitly characterize correlations of two words
that don’t fit in one single convolutional region. Tradi-
tional CNN based methods often apply an average (possi-
bly weighted) or a max operation over the whole sequence
[9]. Those operations dealt with unfixed-length sequence by
keeping the most salient information while neglecting other
information.
Domain coverage challenge: how to deal with the sit-
uation where labeled queries only cover a small domain of
all possible queries that users might provide. In medical
queries, identical sentences are observed rarely or even not
observed at all. For example, two patients get different dis-
eases and their symptoms are not overlapping at all. But
they may both look for drugs that help them relieve their
symptoms thus may share the same intention. Even if for
the same intention with an identical disease, people with
different background and linguistic preferences tend to give
different expressions. Due to high cost in human labeling,
we are not able to label queries that cover all concepts, e.g.
a set of queries talking about all kinds of diseases. However,
correctly recognizing unseen queries are expected. [10] ad-
dresses a similar problem and proposed some techniques to
automatically label more queries by a semi-supervised ap-
proach, which still required extra human efforts.
Diverse expressions challenge: how should we detect
intentions from queries where the intentions are expressed
partially, implicitly or diversely. Also, background informa-
tion and other related descriptions bring diversity as well

as noise into user’s expression, which can’t be avoided and
may misguide the intention detection task. Limited by bag
size and regardless of word order, bag-of-words and bag-of-
N-grams neural network models are not designed to infer
intentions from text queries with diverse expressions.

This work meets the challenges above by proposing a neu-
ral network based jointly modeling approach that incor-
porates heterogeneous information into intention modeling.
Overall, this paper makes the following contributions:

• Pairwise feature correlation is designed to model inten-
tions encoded in text queries regardless of the words
a query contains. The proposed method can adapt
to variable-length of text queries as inputs. An inter-
leaving of convolution and pooling operation is then
able to harness pairwise feature correlations among
any two dimensions in word vector representations to
help modeling the semantic transitions in text queries.

• A heterogeneous joint model is proposed, in which
part-of-speech(POS) tags are utilized as the other het-
erogeneous information in addition to pairwise feature
correlations for jointly modeling intentions. With ex-
tra medical related word tags attached to a bag of POS
tags, the model is able to utilize previously labeled
queries to a deeper extent.

• Sentence Rephrasing technique is introduced in the
neural network training process as a data augmen-
tation technique to automatically rephrase the text
query in purpose of expression diversity. With sen-
tence rephrasing, the proposed method is able to achieve
a higher convergence rate and a lower error rate.

We demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed method
by applying it on a real world medical QA data set. Experi-
mental results show that the proposed method outperforms
other baseline models. Note that, although the proposed
model is applied on text queries in medical domain, we ex-
pect the model can be easily integrated into applications in
various domains, such as recommendation system for search
engines, phone call routing for public services and so on.

2. PRELIMINARIES AND RELATED WORKS

2.1 Preliminaries

2.1.1 Definition of intention
The intentions in this work characterize semantic transi-

tions from declarative statements to user’s information needs.
Semantics in both declarative statements and user’s infor-
mation needs are embodied in words, especially words be-
long to certain concepts, that constitute text queries. For-
mally, the intention is defined as follows:

Definition 1. Assume that each text query consists of some
declarative sentences followed by a few questions. Thus for
each query Q encoded with intention(s), the resulting inten-
tion(s) is (are) denoted as a set of tuple pairs:

I = {< s, n >}

where in each tuple pair < s, n >, s is the concept mentioned
in declarative sentences of the text query as the information
a user already knows, while n involves a concept mentioned
in questions indicating user’s information needs.
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Based on the the medical diagnosis study in [11], as well
as the real-world QA pairs we crawl from online medical QA
websites, majority concepts in medical domain lie in the fol-
lowing five main categories: disease, symptom, medicine,
examine and surgery. As shown in Figure 2, we use directed
edges to show semantic transitions from one of concepts in
five main categories to other concepts correspondingly. Note
that for all combinations of semantic transition < s, n >,
only those with high support in real-world data form di-
rected edges.

DiseaseSymptom

Medicine
Examine

Surgery

Cause

Department

Diet
Treatment

Instruction
Side Effect

Fee

Diagnosis

Risk

Syndrome

Sequela
Recover

Figure 2: Semantic transitions among concepts.
Main concepts are in bold font and other concepts
are in normal font. The intention can be seen as a
directed edge between two concepts, indicating the
semantic transition from the concept that is men-
tioned in a declarative statement to concept men-
tioned in a question within a text query.

Intuitively, intention < s, n > in medical queries can be
explained as“By describing related information in con-
cept s, the user is looking for corresponding infor-
mation about concept n”. For example, we detected
< Symptom,Medicine > from query: “I got a temperature
of 103 degrees. Should I take Tylenol?” as shown in Figure 1.
In this query, by describing symptoms (“got a temperature
of 103 degrees”), the user is looking for related information
about medicine correspondingly(“take Tylenol”). Since con-
cepts in declarative sentences or questions can be mentioned
either explicitly or implicitly(e.g. medicine related concepts
can be explicitly expressed as ”should I take Tylenol” or im-
plicitly expressed as “what to take”), semantic transition is
not only about co-occurrence of topic-specific words. Also,
people usually tend to encode more than one intention in
their queries at the same time (e.g. last example in Figure
1), therefore set I may have more than one element. Our
intention detection task aims to associate an accurate and
complete set I to every text query Q.

2.1.2 Word Embedding
The most straightforward way to represent a word is to

use one-hot representation, also known as bag-of-word rep-
resentation. One-hot representation describes each word by
a sparse binary vector, whose size is equal to the vocabulary
size of the text corpus. Each word only activates one entry
in the vector by setting the value of corresponding entry as
one, and all the other entries as zeros. Due to high vocab-
ulary size in real life and low data sparsity by considering
all words into a bag, one-hot representation always fails to
incorporate rich word semantics into the representation.

Neural word embedding methods[12, 13, 14] represent each
word by a real-valued dense word vector. From a statisti-
cal language modeling perspective, meaning of a word can
be characterized by its context words. Therefore, neural

word embedding method such as [12] aims to predict con-
text words by the given input word while at the same time,
learning a real-valued vector representation for each word.
Since neural word embedding can be trained in a totally
unsupervised fashion, word vectors can be obtained from
a large corpus without syntax analysis or any manual la-
beling beforehand. Therefore in this paper, we are able to
learn a high quality, fixed-dimension(usually far less than
the vocabulary size) discrete representation for each word
efficiently.

2.2 Related works
Previously, most intention detection(usually referred to as

query classification) tasks [15, 16, 17, 10] have been studied
in a search engine setting, where the task is to classify a
query submitted to a search engine so as to determine what
the user is searching for. Especially, some of them utilize
user’s browsing history or clicking logs to predict user’s ac-
tions in the future.

For texts classification, since the work on token-level ap-
plication in [9] by Collobert et al., many recent works [18,
19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 7] incorporate incredible learning ability of
neural networks into text classification tasks. Those meth-
ods range from traditional bag-of-words and bag-of-N-gram
neural network models where word order is totally ignored,
to CNN based models that are able to keep word order and
recurrent neural network based models that treat sentence as
a temporal sequence inherently. Besides the consistent supe-
rior results that CNN achieved in various visual classification
tasks in [24], CNN based methods also show their superior-
ity in various natural language related tasks[25] compared
with other highly tuned state-of-the-art systems.

Similar with LeNet[26] for image recognition tasks where
convolutional layer and pooling layer are applied consecu-
tively to extract features, CNN for text classification tasks
tries to regard sentence as an image, usually by stacking vec-
tor representation of each word into a sentence matrix. For
example, a sentence Q = (w1, w2, w3, ..., wn) will be trans-
formed into a sentence matrix M ∈ Rn×m where n is the
length of sentence and m is the dimensionality of vector
representation.

In many CNN based text classification models, the first
step is to convert word from one-hot sparse representation
to a distributed dense representation using Word Embed-
ding. This objective is fulfilled by either having a layer to
perform the transformation or looking up word vectors from
a table which is filled by word vectors that are trained sep-
arately using additional large corpus. In order to utilize the
effectiveness of CNN without additional resources, Johnson
et al. directly apply CNN with high dimensional one-hot
vectors as input in [8]. The embedding of words are learned
simultaneously as we feed all labeled sentences to the model.
Computational infeasibility caused by using one-hot repre-
sentation is alleviated by handling data on GPU efficiently.
Methods like this rely on large labeled training set to cover
as much words as possible, so that we can take advantage of
word embedding to get high quality word vectors. In [18],
convolutional layers are employed directly from the embed-
ded word sequence, where embedded words are pre-trained
separately.

Different from fixed-size input of image in image recogni-
tion tasks, texts are naturally variable-sized. Existing meth-
ods use different ways to deal with variable-size texts: either
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adjust data to a unified size or design a resizable neural
network model that adapts to varying input size. Zero-fill
would be one of the simplest ways to adjust the data to get a
fixed-size input. It is done by setting a maximum length con-
strain and appending shorter texts with zero vectors. On the
other hand, in order to modify the neural network structure
to achieve the same goal, Kalchbrenner et al. introduced a
Dynamic Convolutional Neural Network (DCNN) structure
to model text with unfixed length in [7]. Their method ap-
plies global pooling operations over varying-length texts to
provide a fixed-length hidden layer. Note that without dy-
namic k-max pooling layer mentioned in [7], traditional max
pooling layer for image will provide an unfixed-sized output,
which later feeds forward to a convolution layer, resulting in
an unfixed hidden unit size.

In order to keep the word order, most existing CNN based
methods focus on word-level modeling by using various kinds
of neural network structures with a stack of word vectors
as inputs. However, word-level modeling doesn’t explicitly
deal with the correlation between two words that can’t fit
in a single convolution/pooling region size. To overcome
the limitations of existing word-level modeling approaches in
intention detection, we bring a new perspective to intention
modeling for text queries: a neural network model that deals
with arbitrary text length and can fully utilize feature-level
correlations to model semantic transitions in text queries.

3. METHODOLOGY

3.1 Overview
An overview of the proposed method is given in Figure

3. The proposed method consists of modeling from two per-
spectives. The first perspective, upper branch in Figure 3,
first transforms each word in a query into a vector repre-
sentation. After stacking vectors to a sentence matrix, this
module then uses pairwise feature correlations of the sen-
tence matrix to model semantic interactions among different
dimensions. An interleaving of convolution and pooling op-
erations are applied to summarize interactions of semantic
contents from raw feature correlations and extract the most
salient semantic transition through those layers to help pre-
dict the intention of a text query.

The second perspective, shown as the lower branch, uses
the same input as the upper branch. Instead, we tag each
word with a POS tag to generate a bag of POS tags. Then,
a fully connected layer is applied on the bag of POS tags
followed by a merging layer which merges outputs from two
branches of the neural network. The jointly modeling results
are fed into following layers to get a probability distribution
of intentions.

3.2 Feature-level modeling
Feature-level modeling gives a new perspective for inten-

tion modeling. Traditional neural network models for text
classification are word-level models, which usually keep word
orders and consider each query as a sequence of words. Word-
level modeling utilizes the knowledge from previous labeled
text queries when they are also similar on the word-level,
e.g. two queries having similar word order and sharing al-
most all words in common. However, with the observation
that identical text queries are rarely obtained in the med-
ical domain, word-level modeling limits the generalization

ability of intention detection since we are only able to learn
from very few queries that are literally identical.

In this work, the intention detection task focuses on queries
that are semantically similar. More specifically, we are in-
terested in learning from labeled queries that have similar
semantic transitions within them and do not necessarily have
many words in common. Even though all natural languages
rely to some extent on word order to signal relational infor-
mation [27], the word order information do not always match
the directions of semantic transitions in queries. Therefore,
we harness feature-level correlations among each dimension
of word vector to help modeling intentions. In [28], authors
use feature-level correlations to learn a dimension-wise align-
ment between word vectors and designated linguistic prop-
erty vectors so that higher dimension-wise correlation cor-
responds to more salient semantic content of that word vec-
tor dimension. Based on the hypothesis that dimensions in
word vectors correspond to semantic contents, feature-level
correlations of word vectors with itself are used to measure
how semantic contents interact with each other within text
queries.

3.2.1 Pairwise feature correlation matrix
For any word wi in text query Q = (w1, w2, w3, .., wn),

we first transform each word wi to a m-dimensional vec-
tor representation vec(wi) ∈ Rm. The transformation is
done in Word Representation Layer by a table look-up. The
word and its corresponding word vector are stored in a table,
which is obtained by a separate word embedding training
process. We derive a sentence matrix: M ∈ Rn×m by stack-
ing n word vectors together. Each dimension of the sentence
matrix is considered to be filled with semantic content as fea-
tures, thus pairwise feature correlation matrix S ∈ Rm×m is
computed by M as:

S =


sim(M1,M1) sim(M1,M2) · · · sim(M1,Mm)
sim(M2,M1) sim(M2,M2) sim(M2,Mm)

...
...

...
sim(Mm,M1) sim(Mm,M2) · · · sim(Mm,Mm)

 , (1)

whereMj is the j-th column in sentence matrixM . sim(Mi,Mj)
is the function measuring similarity between features Mi and
Mj . In this paper, we use the cosine similarity as the sim-
ilarity measurement. Pairwise feature correlation matrix S
is computed in Feature Correlation Layer.

By using feature-level correlation of a query rather than
exact words and its corresponding representations, the pro-
posed approach provides a new perspective to model inten-
tions, which differentiates itself from previous text classifica-
tion tasks in essence. Moreover, since dimensionality of word
vector is fixed during word embedding training, feature-level
modeling also perfectly deals with unfixed length of queries.

3.2.2 Convolution operation
Convolution operation usually involves multiple filters to

extract features. Each filter generates a feature map by mov-
ing a fixed-size convolution region all over the input space.
In this paper, we use 2D convolution region of size Rc×c to
generate feature maps. For a convolution operation involv-
ing k filters, each filter k is associated with its corresponding
weight matrix tk of size Rc×c.

For each convolution region x of size Rc×c, we calculate
feature c extracted from this region by:

c = f(tk · x + bk), (2)
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32×× 25×× 25
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800×× 1
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23×× 1 23×× 1

9×× 1 74×× 1
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Figure 3: Architecture for the proposed method. Red blocks stand for convolution operations and green
blocks stand for pooling operations. Yellow lines stand for flattening operations. The upper branch is for
feature correlation modeling, while the lower branch is for POS tagging. Two perspectives take the same
input but for clarity we duplicate the input in the figure above.

where bk is the bias term of filter k and f is a non-linear
transformation such as rectified linear unit(ReLU) f(x) =
ReLU(x) = max(0, x). Convolution region moves a certain
stride at each time, either vertically or horizontally. The
stride is defined as the sliding step size of the convolution.
Moving convolution region over all input space with a certain
stride, we obtain a feature map

Ck =


c11 c12 · · · c1h

c21
. . . c2h

...
. . .

...
ch1 ch2 · · · chh

 , (3)

where h, the size of feature map, depends on the stride size
as well as convolution region size. By applying convolution
operation with each filter, we derive multiple feature maps
for the input space. Note that in this paper, when we move
convolution region partially out of input space, we pad the
outside part with zeroes.

3.2.3 Pooling operation
The max pooling operation is a subsampling function that

returns the maximum of a set of values [26]. In this paper,
pooling layer is applied after each convolutional layer. We
set the pooling region as a 2D square. For all feature maps,
max pooling operation divides each feature map into non-
overlapping sub-regions and selects the max value from each
sub-region to only keep the most salient local feature within
the region.

Generally, by an interleaving of convolution layer and pool-
ing layer, the model summaries interactions of semantic con-
tents from raw feature correlations and extracts the most

salient semantic transition through several consecutive lay-
ers to predict the intention of a text query.

3.3 POS tagging
POS information provides the other perspective for inten-

tion modeling. The idea of query tagging is to attach each
word in a query to its corresponding word-category. Espe-
cially, POS tags are used as word categories in this work.
POS tagging attaches grammatical tag to each word based
on its context. Besides grammatical tags such as “noun”,
“verb” and “adjective”, some special tags are introduced in
Table 1 to indicate which topic or medical domain a word
belongs to.

Table 1: Special POS tags.
Tag name Description Example
n disease Diease names “intestinal metaplasia”
n medicine Medine names “Vitamin D”
n department Department names “cardiology”
n cause Cause of disease “Salmonella”
n drug usage Dosage information “take 1 tablet by mouth”
n examine Examination names “CT scan”
n food Food names “clam”
n preventation Prevention methods “keep a low sodium diet”
n surgery Surgery names “wisdom tooth extraction”
n symptom Symptom names “light-headed”
n therapy Therapy names “traction”

POS tagging layer performs tagging for each text query
Q:

POS(Q) =< p1, p2, p3, ..., pl > (4)

where pk = cardinality({ωi|tagging(ωi) = k}). Here POS(Q)
returns a vector of length l which is the number of all POS
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types. Each entry pk has an integer value equal to the
number of occurrence of tag pk in a text query. Note that
the POS tagging layer uses existing POS tagging algorithms
such as [29] to come up with a tag for each word. Especially,
words with existing special tags are collected and incorpo-
rated into the tagging algorithm. The fully connected layer
after the POS tagging layer further estimates the contribu-
tion of different POS tags to the determination of intentions.

3.4 Jointly modeling
Feature correlations give us a feature-level modeling while

POS tags give us word-level information about word-categories.
By incorporating two heterogeneous information in a joint
model, the proposed method is aimed to overcome the do-
main coverage challenge. Intuitively, in the partial query
“I have been taking Tylenol”, the existence of a drug name
may probably indicate medicine related intentions. What we
want to learn from this drug name is the semantic impact
of mentioning this medicine related concept to modeling se-
mantic transitions, rather than the word occurrence itself.
By jointly modeling, the word-category of “Tylenol”, which
is “n medicine” in our POS tagging, helps the model by giv-
ing explicit guidance that some medicine related words are
probably involved in semantic transitions. When we come
across a new query “I have been taking aspirin” in a joint
model, we get extra side information for word “aspirin” as
well. Note that, a word vector itself is embedded with word-
category information since words in the same category are
located near each other. With jointly modeling, we don’t
have to totally rely on the quality or the vocabulary size of
word vectors to let the model recognize “Tylenol” and “as-
pirin” as two words under the same word-category. Also,
POS tagging in jointly modeling alleviates a considerably
number of queries that need to be labeled and achieves a
wider domain coverage.

In the merging layer, we simply concatenate results from
two incoming layers together. However, since the number of
units in the neural network is still large, we therefore fully
connect the concatenated result to subsequent layers. The
merging layer and the following fully connected layer thus
perform the dimension reduction.

3.5 Increasing model generalization ability

3.5.1 Data augmentation
Data augmentation methods have been used in image clas-

sification tasks prevalently to reduce over-fitting. The idea
of data augmentation is to artificially enlarge number of la-
beled data using label-preserving transformations [30]. Re-
placing words in text with their similar words is considered
as a typical label-preserving transformation. In intention
detection tasks, human rephrasing for sentences would be
the best choice in term of augmentation quality. However,
it is unfeasible and not practical to do so. As a result, in this
paper Sentence Rephrasing is introduced as an augmenta-
tion method for the proposed method. In well-trained word
vectors, words that are semantically similar are close to each
other on vector space. As we observe from pre-trained vec-
tor representations, nearest neighbors of a medicine are also
names of similar medicines. We utilize word vectors trained
on large corpus to rephrase the sentence automatically. The-
oretically, word embedding model is aiming to produce simi-
lar vector representation to words that are likely to occur in

the same context. Therefore, it is also reasonable to do sen-
tence rephrasing by using nearest neighbors of pre-trained
word vectors. As long as we use the nearest neighbors of
a word in a vector space to generate candidate rephrasing
words, we just pick up new words that always occur in the
same context with the original word. Replacing each word in
a sentence to generate more sentences is neither efficient nor
necessary, so we constrain original word and candidate words
with a equality constraint on POS type as well as similarity
constraints. Sentence rephrasing tries to add minor pertur-
bations to provide some extra diversity in expressing specific
words to generate new data. As for diversities from sentence
structure aspect, we assume they are already observed from
original training data before Sentence Rephrasing.

Algorithm 1 Sentence Rephrasing Algorithm

Input:
Q = (w1, w2, w3, ..., wn): a query with n words.
candidate num: number of candidate generated by
nearest neighbors.
δI/δO: thresholds as the lower bound similarity con-
straint for words with /without special tags.

Output:
A set of m queries Q′ = {Q′1, Q′2, Q′3, ..., Q′m} generated
by augmenting the input query Q.

1: function SenRephrasing(Q,candidate num,δI ,δO)
2: for i = 1 to n do
3: if wi in D and vec(wi) 6= Null then
4: W = nearest neighbor(vec(wi), candidate num)
5: if (wni ∈ W has pos(wni) = pos(wi) and
sim(wni, wi) ≥ δI ) or (wni ∈ W has pos(wni) 6=
pos(wi) and sim(wni, wi) ≥ δO ) then

6: Generate a new query Qj
′ by replacing wi

with wni in Q
7: Add the new augmented query Qj

′ to Q′

8: end if
9: end if

10: end for
11: return Q′

12: end function

The detailed algorithm for Sentence Rephrasing is de-
scribed in Algorithm 1. The algorithm takes four input ar-
guments, the original query Q, the number of candidate(s)
candidate num from the nearest neighbor and two thresh-
olds δI and δO to constrain the similarities. We iterative
through all words of Q in Line 2. Line 3 determines whether
each word wi is associated with a special POS tag in a dic-
tionary D, as we indicated in Table 1. vec(wi) function
mentioned in Lines 3 and 4 returns the vector representa-
tion of word wi. W is the set of top-candidate num nearest
neighbors of wi. Line 5 further checks each candidate word
wni that whether it has the same tag with wi. If so, we
use a relatively lower threshold δI for the similarity mea-
surement. Otherwise δO is used as the threshold for the
similarity measurement of the new word. If the new word
meets those constrains we replace wi by the candidate wni

in Line 6 to generate an augmented query and add it to Q′.

3.5.2 Dropout
Dropout[31] is a regularization method designed to over-

come co-adapting of feature detectors in deep neural net-
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works. It is easy to implement and can be considered as
an effective way to reduce test error. The dropout method
randomly sets value zero to output of each hidden neuron
with a certain probability. The “dropout” neurons do not
contribute to the feed-forward process as well as the back
propagation process. In this paper, dropout layer is applied
after each pooling layer, with 0.5 probability that each out-
put of hidden neuron is “dropped out” and set to zeros.

4. EXPERIMENTS

4.1 Data description
We collect large-scale corpus from a popular medical QA

website http://club.xywy.com/. The website is claimed to
be the top online health care service platform in China, with
over 200 thousand registered doctors and over 80 million
registered users by the end of 2014. The corpus contains 64
million records, covering over 10 thousand diseases. Each
record consists of a department indicator, a text query as
question and an answer from one doctor. In this paper we
only study questions as the text queries since we focus on
the intentions users encoded in their questions. We clean the
data in advance by removing meaningless characters such as
repeated characters in text queries.
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Figure 4: Length distribution of all the queries.

Figure 4 shows the length distribution of text queries in
the raw data. In this paper, we only consider text queries
which are shorter than 150 words. After random sampling
and human labeling, we have 21529 labeled text queries.
Since a query can encode more than one intention, we label
each query with multiple intentions if they exist in the query.
Figure 5 shows the intention distribution in the labeled text
queries. Among all labeled text queries, 73% text queries has
only one intention while other 24% text queries are encoded
with two intentions. The remaining 3% text queries have
three or more intentions. Text queries with more than four
intentions are not observed in our data set.

Words that have existing special POS tags in the medical
domain are also crawled separately from the medical knowl-
edge base on http://club.xywy.com/. Among 80726 words
with special tags in the medical domain, the top three fre-
quently tagged word-categories are“n disease”(25259 words),
“n medicine”(22689 words) and “n symptom”(14726 words).
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Figure 5: Intention distribution.

4.2 Pre-trained word vectors
The language of the obtained corpus is in Chinese. Since

Chinese text queries are not naturally split by spaces, first
we apply word segmentation on the whole corpus. Word
segmentation for Chinese doesn’t simply segment query by
each Chinese character. Instead, it tries to combine several
consecutive strongly correlated characters into words, thus
“word” can contain more than one Chinese character. After
word segmentation we get a sequence of meaningful words
from each text query. By a separately trained word em-
bedding model using large corpus in a totally unsupervised
fashion, we can alleviate the negative impact from limited
word embedding training corpus from only labeled queries.
In this paper, we use word2vec [12] to train vector represen-
tation of words on 64 million text queries. The vectors have
dimensionality of 100 and were trained using the Skip-gram
[12] architecture. Context window size is set to 8 and we
specify a minimum occurrence count of 5. The resulting vo-
cabulary contains 382216 words. Words not presented in the
set of pre-trained words are initialized as random vectors.

4.3 Baseline methods
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our method, we com-

pare the performance of methods described below in our
experiment.

• SVM-FC: Support Vector Machine model with RBF
kernel that uses feature-level correlations on a stack of
word vectors to represent each text query.

• LR-FC: Logistic Regression model that also uses feature-
level correlations on a stack of word vectors to repre-
sent each text query.

• NNID-ZP: neural network based intention detection
model that uses a stack of word vectors to represent
each text query. Zero-padding is performed for queries
shorter than 150 words.

• NNID-FC: neural network based intention detection
model that uses feature-level correlations on a stack of
word vectors to represent each text query.

• NNID-JM. The proposed method which incorporates
heterogeneous information to jointly model feature-
level correlations and word-level POS tags.

• NNID-JMSR. The proposed method that takes advan-
tage of Sentence Rephrasing.
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Figure 6: NNID-FC vs NNID-ZP.
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Figure 7: Recall of NNID-FC vs NNID-ZP.

4.4 Performance study
60% of the data are used as training set and 20% as valida-

tion set for parameter tuning. The remaining 20% data are
used for testing purpose. Performance study of the proposed
method is based on the results of 5-fold cross validation. The
proposed model is implemented on Minerva [32] and trained
using stochastic gradient descent with momentum [33].

4.4.1 Evaluation metrics
Standard evaluation metrics such as precision and recall

are used to evaluate the performance. Especially, we are
interested in whether the model is able to hit true inten-
tions encoded in test queries within its top-k predictions.
In medical-related applications, incorrect detection is much
worse than missing an intention. Therefore, improvement
on precision within the first few predictions also attracts our
interests. Precision and recall at the top-k predictions are
evaluated. After that, some illustrative cases are presented.

4.4.2 Effectiveness of feature correlation modeling
To show the effectiveness of using feature-level modeling

methods for intention detection, we compare NNID-ZP with
NNID-FC. NNID-ZP simply treats input as a stack of word
vectors. When input query is shorter than an upper bound,
which is 150 words in our case, we pad remaining entries
as zeros. Figure 6 shows the precision and recall from top-
1 to top-3 predictions using NNID-ZP and NNID-FC. Two
methods have tied performance in precision. By ignoring
exact words of the query and using feature-level modeling,
NNID-FC is able to keep the semantic structure and achieve
competitive results.
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Figure 8: NNID-FC vs LR-FC vs SVM-FC.
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Figure 9: NNID-JM vs NNID-FC.

We witness the counterattack of feature-level modeling
from the performance in recall. As shown in Figure 7, ex-
cept minor lost in top-1 prediction, we observe consistent
improvements for recall at k when k>1 by NNID-FC. In
our application that detects intentions from medical related
queries, this can be a trivial issue because once the algo-
rithm failed to understand user intention in the first few
prediction, it should not expect to be rewarded for recalling
the correct intention in its, for example, 10th predictions.
However, such observation in turn validates for our intu-
ition to use feature-level correlations to model intentions,
rather than using exact words. For word-level models like
NNID-ZP, their generalization abilities are limited by using
exact words in training. Therefore even given more chances
to predict, they are still limited by the knowledge learned on
exact words and failed to recall queries that are semantically
related but literately different, as shown in Figure 7.

Furthermore, we compare the neural network approach(NNID-
FC) with others baseline methods such as support vector
machine(SVM-FC) as well as logistic regression(LR-FC). As
shown in Figure 8, we can see NNID-FC outperforms the
other two baseline methods in recall when precision are tied
after top-5 predictions.

4.4.3 Effectiveness of jointly modeling
As shown in Figure 9, we have compared two models:

the proposed NNID-JM model which considers two hetero-
geneous information and NNID-FC which only considers
feature-level correlations. For each model, we measure the
precision and recall from top-1 to top-3 predictions. Note
that by incorporating POS information into modeling, we
observe a significant improvement (7%) of NNID-JM in its
top-1 precision without losing any performance in all the
recalls.
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Figure 10: NNID-JMSR vs NNID-JM.
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Figure 11: Testing error on top-1 prediction for
NNID-JMSR and NNID-JM.

4.4.4 Effectiveness of Sentence Rephrasing
Sentence rephrasing is introduced in our model to fur-

ther improve the performance. We perform the sentence
rephrasing on CPU to generate more labeled data. While
the model is loading data into GPU, sentence rephrasing
generates new queries and loads them into GPU memory.
Therefore rephrased text queries are not necessary to be
stored on disk. For parameters in Sentence Rephrasing, we
pick in-dict threshold δI = 0.85 and out-of-dict threshold
δO = 0.95 from a validation set. Such strict thresholds
may limit the number of augmented queries generated by
sentence rephrasing, but will guarantee that the generated
queries are in natural language and understandable.

Before Sentence Rephrasing, 12917 text queries are used
for training. Sentence Rephrasing generates 5382 new queries,
resulting in 18299 text queries for training. Figure 10 shows
the performance of NNID-JMSR which takes advantage of
sentence rephrasing and NNID-JM. NNID-JMSR achieves a
3% improvement on precision of top-1 prediction by trad-
ing off 3% drops in top-1 recall. Further top-k predictions
show consistent improvement on both precision and recall.
Moreover, sentence rephrasing contributes not only in model
performance, but also in model training. Higher convergence
rate (especially in first 50 epochs) as well as lower error rate
achieved by NNID-JMSR model in Figure 11.

4.5 Case study
To have a better understanding of intention detection in

real-world medical queries, we present some illustrative cases
in this section. Due to limited space, we present one query
for each main category.

•Query: I got fever with a temperature of 103 degrees.
Should I take Tylenol? (发烧发到40度可以吃泰诺吗?)
Prediction:

Rank Intention Probability Probability
(NNID-FC) (NNID-JM)

1 <symptom,medicine> 0.442620 0.782177
2 <disease,medicine> 0.414766 0.163278
3 <drug,symptom> 0.054226 0.040807
4 <symptom,cause> 0.019793 0.004721
5 <symptom,treatment> 0.021714 0.003180

“Fever” mentioned in the query can be seen as a noun
(disease name) or a verb (describe a symptom), therefore
the prediction may fall into either symptom related inten-
tions. Since extra information about temperature is de-
scribed in the query, the model may prefer treating “Fever”
as a verb thus < symptom,medicine > ranks higher than <
disease,medicine > by NNID-FC. In jointly modeling, since
“Fever” is tagged with “n symptom” rather than “n disease”,
NNID-JM model shown a stronger preference in supporting
< symptom,medicine >

•Query: How should I give medicine for my boy who got
pneumonia and keep coughing during night? If using amox-
icillin pills, how many tablets should I give and how many
times the medicine should be taken by a 44lbs boy every
day? (孩子肺炎该怎么吃药？孩子四十斤。吃阿莫西林一次
吃几袋，一天吃几次呢?)
Prediction:

Rank Intention Probability
1 <medicine,instruction> 0.965866
2 <disease,medicine> 0.012223
3 <medicine,symptom> 0.007534
4 <symptom,medicine> 0.005455
5 <medicine,side effect> 0.005212

As we can see from this query, many noisy information are
involved in the text query. Even if the user wants to acquire
information about medicine, he/she sometimes starts with
corresponding diseases and symptoms as the background in-
formation. However, those factors are not the key idea of
user’s query. From the result we can see that our model
is able to specify major intention from the question, rather
than other background information.

•Query: How long after gastritis surgery can I have spicy
food? (请问胃炎手术后多久可以吃辛辣食物?)
Prediction:

Rank Intention Probability
1 <surgery,recover> 0.640065
2 <disease,diet> 0.205127
3 <disease,surgery> 0.057054
4 <surgery,sequela> 0.053530
5 <surgery,syndrome> 0.042654

In this query, multiple intentions co-exist in one query.
User would like to know 1) Whether he/she can have spicy
food with stomach diseases, and 2) Is it okay to have spicy
food after certain surgery. Our model handles this situation
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well probably due to multiple feature maps within each con-
volutional layer, where each feature map has the ability to
capture certain semantic transition independently.

•Query: I was diagnosed with high blood pressure in my
annual physical examination last month. What foods should
I be eating on a regular basis? (上个月组织体检检查出了高
血压，平时注意些啥该多吃什么?)
Prediction:

Rank Intention Probability
1 <disease,diet> 0.469885
2 <symptom,diet> 0.305881
3 <symptom,drug> 0.197734
4 <symptom,examine> 0.007157
5 <treatment,diagnose> 0.007089

In the query a user expresses his/her intention for seeking
diet related information very implicitly in Chinese. Our
model is able to put diet related intention at the first two
places. Especially, the proposed model doesn’t let “exam-
ine” related queries dominate its prediction simply due to
the occurrence of word ”examination” in the query. Actually
“examine” in “physical examination” is mentioned as part of
the background, which doesn’t indicate “examine” related
intentions.

•Query: How much does it costs for a Lumbar CT? Re-
cently my lumbar always hurts. (腰椎CT检查大概需要多少
费用？最近后腰老是酸疼。)
Prediction:

Rank Intention Probability
1 <examine,fee> 0.986955
2 <symptom,examine> 0.012433
3 <symptom,department> 0.000475
4 <disease,department> 8.50e-05
5 <examine,diagnose> 3.51e-05

Difficulty in detecting indention in this query is that there
are tons of examinations one can receive in hospitals while
we only have limited labeled queries which only cover a small
portion of the examination terms. The proposed jointly
modeling approach is feasible to solve this problem by inte-
grating POS tag into the model. For example, if some other
patient posts a query regarding the cost of cervical CT, not
the lumbar in our case, then singular modeling methods such
as NNID-FC only capture the fluctuation value in feature
correlation matrix while the jointly modeling approach like
NNID-JM can also utilize POS tags as long as the model
is able to tag both “cervical CT” and “lumbar CT” with
“n examine”. In that case, this special POS tag “n examine”
gives us extra information that some examination terms ex-
ist in the new query. The jointly modeling approach can take
advantage of this extra clue to learn from previous knowl-
edge more efficiently.

5. CONCLUSIONS
Intention detection for medical query will provide a new

opportunity to connect patients with medical resources more
seamlessly both in physical world and on the World Wide
Web. Knowing what a user is looking for (e.g. a specific
medicine that relieves headache, or a schedule of a doctor

with high expertise in stomach diseases, or the average cost
for lung surgery), health care resources can be made more
accessible to the general public.

In this paper we present a jointly modeling approach to
model intentions that users encoded in medical related text
queries. By using feature-level modeling as one perspective
to model intention, the proposed method is able to take
variable-size text query as input. The resulting feature-level
correlations are fed forward through an interleaving of con-
volution and pooling layer to extract semantic transitions
from text queries. To aid the modeling, a bag-of-POS tags
are used as the other perspective of modeling to indicate the
existence of certain topic-specific words inside a query. Tak-
ing advantage of two heterogeneous perspectives in a joint
model, the proposed approach has the capability to adapt
to diverse user expressions covering a wide range of inten-
tions. Performance evaluation and case studies have shown
the effectiveness of the proposed method in discovering a
complete and accurate intentions from text queries. Note
that although in this work we focus on a medical related ap-
plication, the proposed intention detection methods can be
generalized and integrated into other existing applications
such as recommendation system in search engines or phone
call routing system for public services as well.
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